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Thi pot i  Will Haae, Calculu and Math IV teacher at High Tech High International
Imagine walking into a math claroom. verthing i quiet, tudent are diligentl writing and reading and thinking. You hear the rutle of
paper, cratching pen, and the occaional tudent hifting in their eat; it eem like an other claroom except that the tudent are eated
in group facing each other. Then ou notice that large piece of paper cover the entire tale and there are different colored marker in the
center.
While ou are taking it all in, the teacher announce that it i time for tudent to hare their mathematical idea with their group. The
claroom erupt into activit and noie. tudent egin dicuing the math quetion the have een working on independentl. Diagram and
equation tart to dot the tale paper. tudent take turn haring their thinking a group memer challenge their logic and offer additional
idea. The energ and excitement in the room urprie ou and for a while ou loe track of whether there i even a teacher there at all.
Creative and divere wa of tackling the prolem, ome more likel to work than other, all get a place on the paper. Through ccle of
quetioning and dicuion, the group lowl develop a more coherent undertanding of the mathematic involved in their prolem. A the
cla draw to a cloe, tudent hare their idea with the larger group, drawing more quetion, ome praie, and further wondering. Thi i a
glimpe into the multidimenional math claroom, a conceptual project-aed math viion I want to hare with ou.

Over the pat decade I have had the privilege of working at one of the High Tech High chool located in an Diego, California. In that time, I
have witneed the impact a chool focued on collaorative, project-aed learning (PL) can have on tudent. It ha een inpirational to
ee firt-hand how ucceful thi model can e in addreing the need of tudent. However, there ha alwa een one dicipline that didn't
eem to fit in with thi collaorative approach--math. In m hundred of talk with other math educator acro the project-aed and deeperlearning network, there i a conitent frutration with math. Depite our et effort, we have et to create a clear viion of math in thi
innovative chool context. Until now.
I elieve that the model of math education that Jo oaler preent in her ground reaking ook Mathematical Mindet, a well a on her
oucued.org weite, i the miing piece for u in the project-aed learning communit. Of coure we want tudent experiencing math in
action and we hould continue promoting applied math project that cro over with cience and engineering. ut we alo need to realize that
conceptual fluenc with math a a language i alo important. Thee new practice that eek to unpack pattern and explore multiple olution
offer a new and exciting wa to create project with math that multipl entr point for all learner. A project where tudent are creating and
exhiiting their own authentic math idea. I elieve that exploring and experimenting with how we can weave thi viion into our own math
program would e tranformational.
To clarif exactl what thi multidimenional math experience i, I'd like to quote Jo oaler directl from her oucued.org weite:
"o what i multidimenional mathematic? It i real mathematic. Let' conider the work of a mathematician: he firt ha to poe an
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important prolem, then map out a mathematical approach, he will proal collaorate with other on idea, and engage in what Lakato
decrie a a zig-zagging proce of conjecturing, refining counter example and proving. he ha to form a mathematical model, appl
method, draw diagram, connect idea, reaon aout connection and communicate in different form. The work i multidimenional. When
math i taught a a multidimenional uject in claroom tudent engage more, enjo math more and achieve at higher level."
In the multidimenional math cla tudent wretle with open ended prolem and engage in a dialogic learning proce. The low-floor and
high-ceiling prolem allow all tudent acce to a tarting point, ut are alo open enough that even the tronget tudent will e challenged
and can delve into deeper level of complexit. Throughout the learning experience the tudent propoe idea and act a keptic for each
other. ver tudent ha a role to enure that all idea are heard and challenged. The work i creative, and mot importantl give ever
tudent a chance to develop their own mathematical undertanding. tudent craft their idea and lend them together and then hare them
with the cla. For me, thi i a eautiful example of a trul conceptual math project. tudent are authenticall wretling with difficult
concept and creating their own idea aout the math. ecaue the idea are at the conceptual level the can e taken in man different
direction and are not limited  a ingle "correct" anwer. tudent can go where their logic take them and follow it a far a the want.
Then when the group i finihed the write up their idea and hare them pulicl. I can imagine a galler exhiition where tudent how off
their creative mathematical quetion and thinking.
The eaut of thi approach i that  providing a framework for the development of conceptual math, it engage tudent in a more authentic
wa and ha the potential to ring aout more enjoment of math. Now, I'm not uggeting we aandon teaching pecific math kill or that
we top doing applied math project. What I am uggeting i that a large and important part of the PL math experience hould e
conceptual math learning and project. That in oth math and cience clae tudent are matering the language of math ut in ver
different wa. In the cience cla tudent are focued uing math a a tool, while in math tudent are engaged in the creation of the
mathematic itelf. In m time a a math educator, I have et to encounter a more compelling viion that ha the ame potential to reinvigorate
project aed math acro the countr. I look forward to continuing thi converation and exploring how conceptual math project can create
deeper learning experience for all tudent.
Photo  Mandaln Kime
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